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Abstract

Background: Black-White racial disparities in cancer mortality are well-documented in the US. Given the estimated shortage
of oncologists over the next decade, understanding how access to oncology care might influence cancer disparities is of
considerable importance. We aim to examine the association between oncology provider density in a county and Black-White
cancer mortality disparities.

Methods: An ecological study of 1048 US counties was performed. Oncology provider density was estimated using the
2013 National Plan and Provider Enumeration System data. Black:White cancer mortality ratio was calculated using 2014-
2018 age-standardized cancer mortality rates from State Cancer Profiles. Linear regression with covariate adjustment was
constructed to assess the association of provider density with (1) Black:White cancer mortality ratio, and (2) cancer mortality
rates overall, and separately among Black and White persons.

Results: The mean Black:White cancer mortality ratio was 1.12, indicating that cancer mortality rate among Black persons was
on average 12% higher than that among White persons. Oncology provider density was significantly associated with greater
cancer mortality disparities: every 5 additional oncology providers per 100 000 in a county was associated with a .02 increase in
the Black:White cancer mortality ratio (95% CI: .007 to .03); however, the unexpected finding may be explained by further
analysis showing that the relationship between oncology provider density and cancer mortality was different by race
group. Every 5 additional oncologists per 100 000 was associated with a 1.6 decrease per 100 000 in cancer mortality rates
among White persons (95% CI: �3.0 to �.2), whereas oncology provider density was not associated with cancer mortality
among Black persons.

Conclusion: Greater oncology provider density was associated with significantly lower cancer mortality among White
persons, but not among Black persons. Higher oncology provider density alone may not resolve cancer mortality disparities,
thus attention to ensuring equitable care is critical.
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Plain language summary
Our study provides timely information to address the growing concern about the need to increase oncology supply and the
impact it might have on racial disparities in cancer outcomes. This analysis of counties across the US is the first study to estimate
the association of oncology provider density with Black-White racial disparities in cancer mortality. We show that having more
oncology providers in a county is associated with significantly lower cancer mortality among the White population, but is not
associated with cancer mortality among the Black population, thereby leading to a disparity. Our findings suggest that having
more oncology providers alone may be insufficient to overcome existing disadvantages for Black patients to access and use high-
quality cancer care. These findings have important implications for addressing racial disparities in cancer outcomes that are
persistent and well-documented in the US.
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Introduction

Black-White racial disparities in cancer mortality are persis-
tent and well-documented in the United States (US).1 Dis-
parities in outcomes have primarily focused on individual-
level patient risk factors, such as greater tobacco use, and
structural barriers, such as lower rates of access to cancer
screenings for Black persons than White persons,2-6 with less
emphasis on the contexts in which these disparate outcomes
occur.7-12 In response to the American Society of Clinical
Oncology’s prediction of a shortage of 2258 oncologists by
year 2025,13 there is growing concern about oncologist supply
and the impact it might have on cancer disparities.

Oncology provider density, as 1 measure of oncology care
access, has the potential to improve cancer outcomes and
mortality. Greater density of providers may facilitate timely
diagnosis and treatment, while also giving more opportunities
for patients to access care. In the US, 1 recent study estimated
that median survival of cancer patients in counties with lowest
oncology provider density was significantly lower (8 vs
11 months) than patients in counties with highest oncology
provider density, after controlling for patient demographics
and use of radiation treatment.14 Other studies have examined
general provider density, using Health Professional Shortage
Areas (HPSA), on specific aspects of cancer treatment. For
example, patients living partially (vs. completely) in a HPSA
had greater adherence to oral anti-cancer medications for
breast cancer survivors,15,16 yet neither study focused on racial
disparities. A greater number of locally available providers
could reduce structural barriers to early diagnosis, timely
treatment, and adherence, potentially improving survival
among Black cancer patients, who are more likely to be af-
fected by these barriers; yet the relationship between oncology
provider density and racial disparities in cancer mortality has
not been explored empirically.

In this ecological analysis, our goal was to examine the
role of oncology provider density in Black-White cancer

disparities in the US. We hypothesized that higher oncology
density in a county, as a proxy for oncologist availability, is
associated with smaller Black-White racial disparities in
cancer mortality.

Materials and Methods

This ecological observational study used publicly available,
de-identified data. The Institutional Review Board office
determined that this study did not require IRB oversight.

Data Sources and Measures

Dependent Variables. The primary outcome measure was the
Black-White cancer mortality ratio in the US based on
mortality rate data from Black and White persons in 2014-
2018, from State Cancer Profiles. We calculated the mor-
tality ratio outcome as the age-standardized cancer mor-
tality rates among the Black population divided by rates
among the White population in the same county. A
ratio >1 represents higher cancer mortality rates for Black
vs White persons while <1 represents lower cancer mor-
tality rates for Black vs White persons. Secondary outcomes
were age-standardized, county-level cancer mortality rates,
including deaths from all cancers. Case counts <16 are
suppressed in State Cancer Profiles data, therefore counties
with <16 race-specific deaths (either due to low mortality
rates or small population size) were excluded from our
analyses. Puerto Rico was missing cancer incidence and
mortality data for Black and White populations and was
excluded in this analysis.

Independent Variables. Oncology provider density was defined
as the number of oncologists per 100 000 population in a
county obtained from the publicly available 2013 Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) National Plan and
Provider Enumeration System (NPPES). Providers
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specializing in oncology and practicing in the US were
identified using provider taxonomy code (Supplemental
Table 1). Provider practice addresses were geocoded to US
county using ArcGIS. Total population counts for each county
came from the 2013-2017 American Community Survey
(ACS).

Covariates. We selected covariates hypothesized a priori to be
potential confounders, including county-level covariates:
2013-2017 State Cancer Profiles Black-White cancer inci-
dence ratio17; 2013-2017 ACS variables for income inequality
(Gini index ranging from 0 [perfect equality] to 1 [maximal
inequality]), percent of population that is Black, percent of
population with health insurance coverage; metropolitan
status based on United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Rural-Urban Continuum Codes (values 1-3 were
coded as metro areas; values 4-9 were coded as non-metro
areas); and US Census Bureau census region (Northeast,
Midwest, West, and South). Black-White cancer incidence
ratio was constructed to account for geographic variation in
risk factor profiles and cancer prevention practices. This
variable was defined as age-standardized cancer incidence
rates among the Black population divided by rates among the
White population. As with mortality data, case
counts <16 were suppressed, leading to incomplete incidence
data. Given our age-standardized rates, we did not include age
in our models We did not include sex in our models, given that
some cancers are sex-specific.

Calculation. Continuous variables were converted to z-scores
and included in the regression models. Linear regression
models were constructed to quantify the association of county-
level oncology provider density with subsequent Black-White
cancer mortality ratio, adjusting for the covariates listed
above. Next, linear regression was used to quantify the as-
sociation of oncology provider density with cancer mortality
rates, overall, and separately among Black and White pop-
ulations. In models of cancer mortality rates, we adjusted for
cancer incidence rates (overall, among Black and White
persons, respectively), Gini index, percent of population that
is Black (only in the model of overall cancer mortality rates),
health insurance coverage, metropolitan status, and census
region. These race-specific analyses allowed us to explore
whether oncology provider density might have a different
association with cancer mortality by race. Furthermore, pre-
dicted cancer mortality rates by oncology provider density
were estimated after fitting multivariable linear regression
models adjusted for the covariates listed above. We conducted
sensitivity analyses with oncology provider density modeled
as a categorical variable, which allowed us to explore potential
non-linearity in its association with the outcomes.

Linear regression was chosen for modeling age-
standardized cancer mortality rates to control for potential
confounding by age, instead of Poisson regression which is
commonly used to model crude cancer mortality rates. There

was little evidence of clustering of counties within state (intra-
class correlation <.15 for all models), thus standard errors
were not adjusted for clustering by state. Statistical signifi-
cance was determined by a 2-sided P-value <.05. Analyses
were conducted using STATA/IC 16.1, R version 4.0.2, and
SAS University Edition.

Results

Of 3142 US counties, we identified 1054 counties with
complete data on race-specific cancer incidence and mortality
rates. We excluded 5 outlier counties with oncology provider
density >40 per 100 000 population (Suffolk County, MA;
Durham County, NC; Orange County, NC; New York County,
NY; Salem City, VA) and 1 county (Union County, FL) with
skewed overall cancer mortality (455 per 100 000) and in-
cidence rates (1144 per 100 000). The analytic sample
comprised 1048 US counties from 40 states, the District of
Columbia, representing 75% of total US population. Com-
pared to the full set of U.S. counties, our analytic set included
counties that had higher population density and higher percent
of the population that is Black and were more likely to be a
metropolitan county and from the Southern US (Table 1).

There were 20 935 oncology providers practicing in the US
in 2013 (Supplemental Table 1), including 20 352 oncology
physicians and 403 oncology nurses and physician’s assis-
tants. Oncology provider density was higher in the analytic
sample compared to overall US counties (median value: 2 vs
0 per 100 000; Table 1). About one-third of overall US
counties had at least 1 oncologist compared with 56%
(592 counties) in the analytic sample. Overall, there were
substantial variations in geographic distribution of oncologists
throughout US counties (Figure 1A). At the census region
level, 71.4% of counties in the Northeast had at least 1 on-
cologist, higher than the proportions in the West (34.8%),
South (30.9%) and Midwest (26.5%). Within a region, on-
cology provider density varied by state and county, suggesting
that oncology provider density may be impacted by local,
state, and regional-level factors. Figure 1B shows the distri-
bution of cancer mortality ratio comparing Black persons to
White persons. In the 1048 counties studied, the mean cancer
mortality ratio was 1.12, indicating that cancer mortality rate
among Black persons was on average 12% higher than that
among White persons. Cancer mortality ratio was heteroge-
neously distributed across counties, ranging from .44 (in
Coryell County, TX) to 2.03 (District of Columbia).

Oncology provider density was significantly associated
with higher Black-White cancer mortality ratio. In the adjusted
model, every standard deviation (SD) increase in oncology
provider density (∼5 per 100 000) in a county was associated
with a .02 increase in cancer mortality ratio (95% confidence
interval [CI]: .007 to .03; Table 2). In addition to oncology
provider density, counties with higher Gini index and higher
Black-White cancer incidence ratio had significantly higher
cancer mortality ratio (Table 2).
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To investigate why oncology provider density was associ-
ated with higher Black-White cancer mortality ratio, we
modeled the association of oncology provider density with
cancer mortality rates, overall and separately among Black and
White populations (Figure 2; Supplemental Table 2). After
adjusting for covariates, an increase of oncology provider
density by 1 SD was associated with a 1.5 decrease per 100 000
(95% CI: �2.7, �.3) in overall cancer mortality rates, and a
1.6 decrease per 100 000 (95% CI: �3.0, �.2) in cancer
mortality rates among White population. In contrast, among
Black population, oncology provider density was not signifi-
cantly associated with cancer mortality rates (.9 per 100 000,
95% CI: �1.2, 2.9). Of note, income inequality appeared to
have a differential association with cancer mortality between
White and Black populations (Supplemental Table 2). An in-
crease of Gini index by 1 SD (.03) was associated with lower
cancer mortality among White population (�1.7, 95% CI:
�3.1 to �.4); conversely it was associated with higher cancer
mortality among Black population (2.0, 95% CI: .002 to 4.1).

To contextualize these results, we next predicted the
cancer mortality rates among Black and White populations
by oncology provider density, adjusting for covariates
(Figure 3). In counties with 5 oncologists per 100 000, the
predicted cancer mortality rates were 194.0 per 100 000
(95% CI: 183.5 to 204.6) for Black population and
162.2 per 100 000 (95% CI: 155.2 to 169.1) for White
population. These mortality disparities were predicted to be
greater among counties with more oncologists. In counties
with 15 oncologists per 100 000, the predicted cancer
mortality rates were 202.6 per 100 000 (95% CI: 171.3 to
233.8) for Black population and 146.3 per 100 000 (95%
CI: 125.7 to 166.8) for White population.

Results from sensitivity analyses where oncology provider
density was modeled as a categorical variable were similar to
primary results (Supplemental Tables 3 and 4).

Discussion

Contrary to our initial hypothesis, higher oncology density in
US counties was associated with greater income inequality,
Black-White cancer incidence disparities, and Black-White
mortality disparities. Upon further inspection, this result was
driven by differential relationships between oncology provider
density and cancer mortality by race group: a higher density of
oncology providers in a county was associated with lower
mortality rates among White persons, but not among Black
persons. These findings may also indicate that oncology
provider density data are a good proxy for oncology service
access and use among White persons but not Black persons.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess the asso-
ciation of oncology provider density and racial disparities in
cancer outcomes.

Our findings of better cancer outcomes among White
persons in areas with higher oncology provider density were
consistent with results of previous studies in the US.14,18 In
studies of SEER data, overall survival is higher14 and prostate
cancer mortality rates were lower18 in areas with higher
provider density. Similarly, higher density of urologists and
dermatologists have been associated with lower mortality rates
for urologic cancer and melanoma, respectively.19,20 Our
research adds to this body of literature by illustrating that the
potential protective impact of higher oncologist supply is not
equally reaching Black persons.

Table 1. Characteristics of 3142 US Counties Overall and 1048 US Counties Included in the Analysis.

No. (%) All US Counties Analytic Counties

Counties & Washington DC 3142 (100%) 1048 (33%)
States 51 (100%) 41 (80%)a

Total population (million) 321.0 (100%) 242.0 (75%)
County population, median (IQRb) 25 692 (10 942, 67 477) 68 505 (25 646, 212 383)
Population density per square mile, median (IQR) 45.5 (17.8, 119.5) 128.1 (47.2, 377.9)
Oncologists per 100 000 population, median (IQR) 0 (0, 3) 2 (0, 5)
Having at least 1 oncologist 1031 (33%) 592 (56%)
Gini index, median (IQR) .4 (.4, .5) .5 (.4, .5)
Percent population that is Black, median (IQR) 2.2 (.6, 10.3) 17.2 (8.2, 32.8)
Percent of health insurance coverage, median (IQR) 89.7 (86.2, 92.7) 88.1 (85.6, 91.1)
Metropolitan county 1166 (37%) 653 (62%)
Region

Northeast 217 (7%) 88 (8%)
Midwest 1055 (34%) 105 (10%)
South 1422 (45%) 797 (76%)
West 448 (14%) 58 (6%)

a10 states were excluded because these counties either did not have data on Black-White cancer incidence or mortality disparity or counties had oncology
provider density >40 per 100 000: ID, KS, ME, MN, MT, ND, NH, SD, VT, WY, and PR.
bIQR = interquartile range.
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We found that oncology provider density was not asso-
ciated with improved cancer mortality among Black persons.
This finding is consistent with the diminishing return hy-
pothesis, which in the context of health suggests that Black
persons receive diminished health returns from resources and
assets compared with their White counterparts.21,22 Several
potential mechanisms may underlie this finding. First, high
oncology provider density does not necessarily reflect access
to high-quality cancer care because of race-based segregation
that has led to inequal geographic distribution of high-quality
cancer care facilities. For example, in Chicago, 1 of the most
persistently racially segregated cities in the US, hospitals with
an American College of Surgeons Commission on Cancer

Center designation were disproportionally located in pre-
dominantlyWhite neighborhoods, while only 2 of 12 hospitals
with American College of Surgeons designation were located
in predominantly Black neighborhoods.23 Therefore, despite
the oncology care available, Black patients living in these
neighborhoods might have been more likely to encounter
obstacles to high-quality cancer care compared with their
White counterparts.

Aside from unequal geographic distribution of facilities
providing high-quality cancer care, Black patients may
encounter challenges in accessing care at high-quality fa-
cilities. In the US, Black patients remain less likely to have
insurance coverage than White patients,24 and are

Figure 1. Map of oncology provider density per 100 000 in 2013 (Panel A) and cancer mortality ratio comparing Black toWhite persons from
2014-2018 (Panel B) for US counties and the District of Columbia.Note. In Panel a, oncologist count data came from the 2013 CMSNational
Plan and Provider Enumeration System. In Panel b, Black-White cancer mortality ratio was defined as age-standardized cancer mortality rate
among Black persons of a given county divided by the rate among White persons. Cancer mortality rates included all cancer sites, all ages and
sexes, from 2014 to 2018, provided by the State Cancer Profiles. Greater inequity in cancer mortality rate was depicted by red color (higher
cancer mortality rate for Black vs White persons) or blue color (lower cancer mortality rate for Black vs White persons). Equity in cancer
mortality rate was depicted by white color. (A) total of 1075 counties had complete data for cancer mortality ratio. Cancer mortality ratio was
unavailable for 2067 counties, depicted by grey color, where race-specific cancer mortality rates were unavailable on the State Cancer
Profiles. R (version 4.0.2) was used to generate the figure.
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disproportionally treated at safety-net hospitals which
provide healthcare to patients irrespective of their insurance
status. While some studies suggest that safety-net hospitals
had similar levels of performance on quality measures
compared with other hospitals, studies in oncology care and
others have reported an association of safety-net hospitals
with poorer performance, longer hospital stays, increased
rates of mortality and surgical complications than non-
safety-net hospitals.25-27

In addition, Black patients may be treated by different
providers and experience different referral patterns.28-30 In an
early study of Medicare beneficiaries, Bach and colleagues
reported that primary care providers treating Black patients
were less well trained, and were more likely to face challenges
in accessing high quality healthcare resources for their pa-
tients.29 Differences in providers’ qualification leading to

differential referral patterns may in part explain disparities in
the number of subspecialist referrals/visits,31-33 quality of the
treatment received,34 and quality of the hospital where sub-
sequent care is given35 between Black and White cancer
patients.

Disparities in cancer outcomes between Black and White
persons may still occur due to cumulative challenges that
Black persons experience along the cancer care continuum. In
the US, Black persons are more likely to be diagnosed at more
advanced stages than White persons for breast cancer, lung
cancer, colorectal cancer, and prostate cancer2,36; stage at
diagnosis is 1 of the most influential factors contributing to
racial disparities in cancer survival.36 Among patients with
cancer, Black persons were more likely to encounter treatment
delays and receive different treatment regimens and exami-
nations compared with White persons.37-43 For example, in an

Table 2. Association of Oncology Provider Density (per 100 000) With County-Level Cancer Mortality Ratio Comparing Black to White
Persons in the US, Adjusting for Covariates.

Variablea Change in Cancer Mortality Ratio (95%CI) P Value

Oncologists per 100 000 population per 1 SD increase .019 (.007, .031) .002
Gini index per 1 SD increase .023 (.011, .036) <.001
Cancer incidence ratio (Black:White) per 1 SD increase .110 (.099, .120) <.001
Percent of population that is Black per 1 SD increase .006 (�.007, .019) .35
Percent of health insurance coverage per 1 SD increase .009 (�.004, .022) .17
Metropolitan county .017 (�.009, .043) .20
Region

South Reference
Northeast �.025 (�.069, .019) .26
Midwest .022 (�.017, .062) .26
West .013 (�.037, .063) .62

aContinuous variables were converted to z-scores, and their coefficients shown in the table represent the change in cancer mortality ratio associated with
1 standard deviation (SD) increase in the independent variable.

Figure 2. Association of oncology provider density (per 100 000) with age-standardized cancer mortality rates (per 100 000) overall and
among Black and White persons in the US. Note. Estimate represents the change in age-standardized cancer mortality rate per
100 000 associated with 1 standard deviation increase in oncology provider density per 100 000. Estimate was adjusted for age-standardized
cancer incidence rate per 100 000 (overall and among Black and White persons, respectively), Gini index, percent of population that is Black
(only in the model of overall cancer mortality rates), percent of health insurance coverage, metropolitan status, and census region. Error
bars indicate 95% confidence interval (CI). R (version 4.0.2) was used to generate the figure.
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observational study of breast cancer patients, Black women
were more likely to experience delayed initiation of adjuvant
chemotherapy, which was associated with poor outcomes.38

During and after cancer treatment, Black-White racial dis-
parities in health-related quality of life have also been
documented.44 It is possible that Black patients who are
disproportionately exposed to discrimination and barriers to
health care45 may be more vulnerable to adverse effects of
cancer diagnosis and treatment, leading to worse survival.

Given the growing concern about the need to increase
oncology provider density, the healthcare community must be
careful to think about how to also optimize equity of care. As
suggested by our findings, greater oncologist supply alone
may be insufficient to overcome existing systematic disad-
vantages for Black persons to access and use high-quality
cancer care. In fact, increasing oncology provider density
while failing to account for the context of overarching health
inequities may potentially further widen the gaps in cancer
mortalities between Black and White persons. Collective
efforts within and among institutions are needed to identify
solutions to address structural racism that is a root cause of
unequal distribution of high-quality healthcare resources and
to promote equity in cancer care delivery.

Our study has a few limitations. First, we used a single
source, NPPES data, to generate oncology counts; however,
NPPES has similar levels of accuracy as other data sources
(e.g., SK&A and American Medical Association Physician
Masterfile)46 and our estimated oncologist count is mostly
consistent with the figures previously published.47-49 Our
estimate may have been an undercount, however, since we
could not account fornur secondary provider practice locations
and the oncologist workforce has been slowly increasing since
2013,47 and cancer surgeons may have been listed under some
other surgical taxonomy code other than oncology (e.g,

thoracic surgery, general surgery). County-level oncology
provider density is an imperfect measure of access, especially
in areas where patients may cross county borders for care.
Second, while oncology provider density was used as a proxy
for the supply for oncology services, we did not consider the
demand for oncology services, which impacts the availability
of oncology services. However, we adjusted for several factors
associated with the demand including cancer incidence, in-
surance coverage, and metropolitan status. Third, we focused
on mortality of all cancers to maximize the sample size of
counties with race-specific mortality rates. The estimated
association of oncology provider density with cancer mortality
may not be generalizable to every type of cancer, which has its
own natural history and treatment modalities. Fourth, we
focused on Black-White disparities in cancer mortality be-
cause these are well-characterized in the literature and there
were enough counties with publicly available data on Black
and White cancer mortality for the analyses. However, dis-
parities exist for certain cancers that affect other racial/ethnic
groups,6 such as higher incidence of lung cancer among never-
smoking Asian American, Native Hawaiian, and Pacific Is-
lander females compared with non-White females.50 Future
research should investigate the role of oncology provider
density in these health disparities. Fifth, due to data un-
available in counties in ten states that did not have sufficient
data to conduct analysis, our findings may not be generalizable
to all counties across the country, particularly ones in the
Midwest and parts of New England. Last, our analysis sought
to identify the role of oncology provider density in cancer
disparities therefore an ecological study design was appro-
priate; however, inferences about individual-level patient
outcomes should be avoided.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrate that higher oncology provider
density is associated with lower cancer mortality rates among
White persons, but not among Black persons. Increasing
oncology provider density alone may not resolve cancer
mortality disparities, thus attention to ensuring equitable
cancer care remains critical even if oncology provider density
grows.

Appendix

Abbreviations

ACS American Community Survey
CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
HPSA Health Professional Shortage Areas
NPPES National Plan and Provider Enumeration System
SD Standard Deviation
US United States
USDA United States Department of Agriculture

Figure 3. Predicted cancer mortality rates per 100 000 among Black
and White persons by oncology provider density in the US. Note.
Predicted cancer mortality rates were estimated after fitting a
multivariable linear regression model for the outcome of cancer
mortality rates among Black and White persons separately,
adjusting for Gini index, cancer incidence rate (among Black and
White persons, respectively), percent of health insurance coverage,
metropolitan status, and census region. Error bar indicates 95%
confidence interval for the predicted estimates. Excel was used to
generate the figure.
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